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ABSTRACT

Embedded systems that are wirelessly reprogrammed can be
rendered useless by certain programming errors, excessive
power consumption, or misconfigurations in the hardware.
These types of situations can leave a device in a state that
compromises its programmability, often rendering the device
useless. Existing attempts to address the problem of robust
wireless reprogramming have all been software-based solu-
tions, that are vulnerable to certain errors, such as memory
corruption, can corrupt the recovery programs. We propose
a hardware-based solution to wireless reprogramming, phys-
ically separating the programmer and target device. This
separation limits the propagation of errors, and ensures the
device will always be recoverable. In this poster we will
present the design and an early prototype of our approach
— an ultra-low-power, low-cost hardware solution to ensure
recovery from fatal errors and reprogrammability in wireless
systems. This poster discusses the current system design,
initial results, and system analysis from our current proto-
type. We also present future and ongoing directions, as well
as key research questions. This work was funded by National
Science Foundation grants CNS-1314342 and CNS-1453607.
Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations
expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foun-
dation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Robust wireless reprogramming and seamless recovery from

different classes of program errors are a must for a wireless
system to have reliable data and a long lifetime. In the past
decade, wireless sensor networks have become very promi-
nent in many academic and industrial data acquisition ap-
plications. These networks must collect reliable and useful
data for accurate analysis to take place. At times, these sen-
sor nodes are deployed with logical errors in their application
code. These errors can affect the reliability of the device by
rendering data meaningless and hindering its ability to be
reprogrammed wirelessly. Human intervention is sometimes
required; however, manual recovery of a sensor node is a
costly, time intensive, and often impossible process.

Enabling robust reprogramming of a wireless sensor net-
work is a challenging task. Prior approaches to dissem-
inating code updates to a network have been exclusively
software-only solutions. A variety of software-based tech-
niques, such as Deluge [2], Rateless Deluge [1], Stream [3],
SYNAPSE++ [4], Trigger [5], attempt to address this issue.
These techniques present some shortcomings in the presence
of certain memory errors that can potentially overwrite por-
tions of restorative code and are limiting in situations where
the target device has intermittent power.

Software-only approaches can be rendered inoperable in
the presence of certain classes of program errors. For exam-
ple, if the current program running on the sensor misconfig-
ures the radio, consumes too much energy, or overwrites the
recovery program itself, the device may not be available for
reprogramming. Programs that misuse memory can over-
write or corrupt portions of memory that are being used by
the wireless network and possibly render sensor data mean-
ingless.

We present a novel hardware-based approach to enable
the wireless retasking of a sensor device in spite of soft-
ware and configuration errors introduced by programmers.
Our approach uses an ultra-low-power coprocessor that is
physically separate from the primary application processor.
The coprocessor will monitor the processing, communica-
tion, and energy consumption of the application processor to
facilitate error analysis and enable robust reprogramming.

2. THE SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In contrast to previous systems, our approach is primarily

a hardware-based solution that enables more robust repro-
gramming than prior techniques. This system uses a copro-
cessor to monitor and reprogram a devices main application
processor. This allows for two physically separate computing



Figure 1: This figure shows the high level view of

the system.

environments to be utilized for storing recovery programs
such that one processor’s potential memory errors cannot
tamper with the coprocessor’s stored restoration image. By
using a design that physically separates the recovery pro-
gram from the target program, the coprocessor cannot be
affected by the target program. This is beneficial in sce-
narios where program errors that overwrite memory on the
main application processor are now incapable of overwriting
the recovery programs that reside in the coprocessor’s mem-
ory. This means that the target device will always be able
to be reprogrammed and restored in the presence of errors
that limited the existing techniques as well as the ones that
they still address.

This system is being designed with three goals in mind.
We hope the hardware-based approach of this system will
provide the following benefits to a wireless sensor:

• Reliable reprogramming

• Robust recovery/fault tolerant system

• Low cost, low power, and a small footprint

The coprocessor stores a recovery image that can be used
in the event of target device failure. This recovery image will
return the target device to an acceptable state. The copro-
cessor is positioned in such a way that it is able to observe
all communication between the main processor and the de-
vice’s radio, allowing it to monitor incoming and outgoing
communications and changes made to the radio’s configu-
ration. Figure 1 shows how the coprocessor monitors the
target device.

When the user wishes to reprogram the system, they will
define a special packet, called a restoration packet, and send
it over the radio to signal the need/want to reprogram the
application processor. Once the coprocessor recognizes that
a restoration packet has been sent, it will restore the main
processor to a preset state so that it can accept and install
new code updates reliably.

3. POSTER DESCRIPTION
This poster will present this on-going project and an over-

view of the current system. We will describe the designs and
future implementation of both the hardware and software
of our system. Goals and challenges, as described in the
previous section, and initial results from our current work
will also be presented.

4. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
Wirelessly reprogrammed devices and systems will con-

tinue to have massive impact on future data collection and
dissemination in both academic and industrial research for
years to come. To ensure that these systems have a long life-
time and can continue to collect data reliably, they must be
able to seamlessly recover from various program error cases
and be kept in a state that can accept new programs/tasks
throughout the system’s continuance. Due to the physical
separation of the coprocessor from the application proces-
sor, the coprocessor can reliably reprogram the target de-
vice regardless of error symptoms resulting from memory
corruption, power consumption, and other system errors of
the target device. Its ultra-low-power consumption can be
optimized to work with devices that are power conservative
in nature, such as energy-harvesting sensors.

Long-term monitoring of a low-power system would re-
quire the coprocessor device to come online only to assist
reprogramming when necessary. Future directions of inter-
est are to expand the current features of our system to also
be used in scenarios of remote debugging as well as system
recovery. The coprocessor should detect errors, if present,
and return useful error information. Both current and fu-
ture implementations of wireless device networks could ben-
efit from such a low-power, low-cost, robust reprogramming
system in many ways.
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